 ICOEP 2019 – Some Travel Information

If you come to Dresden by your own car or if you take a cab from the airport or from the main station, the most important addresses for you might be:

- Conference Venue in the building of the university called Willersbau:
  Zellescher Weg 12–14, 01062 Dresden

- Guest House “Am Weberplatz”:
  Weberplatz 3, 01217 Dresden

(see also the maps on the reverse side). If you would like to use public transport, the following information might be useful.

From the Airport to the Main Station
If you come to Dresden by aircraft, then you should go from the airport to the main railway station first, preferably by train. The station is located in the airport basement. In the period from 04:48 to 23:48 the trains run every half hour. Buy a single journey for one fare zone (2.40 Euro, max. 1 hour valid) which you can also use for the bus after you arrived at main station, see below.

From the Main Station to the Guest House “Am Weberplatz”
You may take the Bus 66 (towards Lockwitz or Nickern) from Dresden main station (bus station “Hauptbahnhof”, located at Fritz-Löffler-Straße in north-east direction) to the bus station “Weberplatz”, see also the map at the reverse side.

From the Main Station to the Willersbau (Conference Venue)
You may take the Bus 66 (towards Freital or Mockritz) from Dresden main station (bus station “Hauptbahnhof”, located at Fritz-Löffler-Straße in south-west direction) to the bus station “Technische Universität (Fritz-Förster-Platz)”, see also the map at the reverse side.

From the Guest House “Am Weberplatz” to the Willersbau
You should walk along the road “Ackermannstraße” in south direction (cf. the map at the end of this document) to the crossing with the road “Zellescher Weg”. Here you can either walk along the road “Zellescher Weg” to the Willersbau (about 10 minutes) or you go by bus 61 (towards Löbtau) from the bus station “Zellescher Weg” to the bus station “Technische Universität (Fritz-Förster-Platz)”. 
Map with the most important locations:
The positions of the main railway station, the guest house “Am Weberplatz” and the Willersbau are highlighted in red, whereas the positions of some important bus stations are highlighted in violet.

Map of the Willersbau (Conference Venue):
The main entrances are highlighted.